Latest News
NWT collaborates with Austreme to provide
“Web Application Security Service” in Hong Kong
(8 June 2011, Hong Kong) New World Telecommunications Limited (“NWT”), a pioneering
telecom service provider in Hong Kong and Austreme Limited (“Austreme”), a leading cloud
security provider based in Australia have announced today the partnership of offering the
Web Application Security Service in Hong Kong.
NWT Web Application Security Service can help online merchants strengthen the security
level in online transactions and avoid data leakage such as credit card or ID card numbers,
reduce risks of web attacks such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS), SQL Injection, OWASP Top
10, etc., as well as achieve compliance with an easy and cost-effective cloud-based solution.
Real-time 24 x 7 monitoring by professional security analysts with regular scanning services
will also be provided in order to discover new vulnerabilities of website. This service is
flexible and cost effective, and no hardware and software installations are required.
Mr. Johnny Cheung, Executive Vice President - Networks & IT of NWT, said, “Surfing
Internet has become the daily routine of many people nowadays and there has been a
significant increasing trend for online shopping in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
We believe that a secured online transaction platform is necessary for merchants to attract
more customers to shop online. In view of this, partnering with Austreme allows us to provide
the state-of-the-art Web Application Security Service to on-line merchants in Hong Kong.”
Mr. Terence Chau, Executive Director of Austreme, added, “We have been providing cloud
security services extensively in Asia Pacific, online shopping is very popular in Australia and
we have seen all kinds of old and new hacking techniques coming from everywhere in the
world which leads us to keep enhancing our cloud security features for the changing needs.
Hong Kong is very important to us as we are seeing more and more China merchants
establishing their online stores in Hong Kong for overseas buyers. NWT enables us to
provide better focus in Hong Kong by its strong local experience and support.”
Enquiry Hotline: +852 3118 2111
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About New World Telecommunications Limited
Established in 1995, New World Telecommunications Limited (NWT) is a member of New
World Development Company Ltd. NWT is a pioneering telecom service provider in Hong
Kong. Being a customer-focused company, NWT is dedicated to offering top-quality
international voice and innovative data services for its customers in Hong Kong and
overseas.
NWT has continuously expanded its business coverage by investing in both local and
international network infrastructure, and establishing bilateral partnerships with more than
300 global incumbents and major carriers. These international linkages allow our customers
to enjoy the global reach with quality connectivity and stability. For details, please visit
www.newworldtel.com or email to corpcom@newworldtel.com.

About Austreme Limited
Austreme is a leading provider in cloud security. Headquartered in Australia with security
operation centres (SOCs) in Australia, China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Austreme’s Cloud
Security Services include Website Protection, Website Security Audit, IP Forensics, Online
Payment Fraud Detection, PCI DSS ASV & SAQ Compliance Management and Secure
Hosting.
For more information, visit www.austreme.com or email info@austreme.com.

